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Dear Dr. Juan A. Añel,    

Editor of Geoscientific Model Development (GMD) 

We would like to thank you and the reviewers for the suggestions concerning the 

manuscript “A new methodological framework by for geophysical sensors 

combinations associated with machine learning algorithms to understand soil 

attributes”. We made all corrections following the pointed issues by reviewers, and their 

corrections or clarifications can be found in the new manuscript provided. Not only the 

material and methods were better explained but also the entire text was improved in order 

to fulfil reviewers’ requests. In addition, we sent the research for a general review of 

English (American English) to a specialized company, where a geoscience specialist also 

reviewed the entire manuscript (Proofreading service). A certificate attesting to the new 

revision of the manuscript was inserted in the "supplementary material" field.  

The following updated version was prepared following the previous instructions: 

- New version of the manuscript incorporating the issues raised by the reviewers. 

The alterations are highlighted in green colour in the manuscript.  

- Detailed comments about reviewers’ remarks, mainly concerning the 

methodology. 

- The manuscript was adapted according to the code & data policy, and the reviewer 

suggestion.  

- We would like to highlight that many questions were asked in a different way, but 

the essence of the question was the same. Therefore, the answers were similar for some 

questions. 

Please do not hesitate to contact us for further clarification.  

Thank you for your attention in this matter. 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

____________________ 

Prof. José A. M. Demattê 

 

 

 



Dear authors, 

After checking your manuscript, it has come to our attention that it does not comply 

with our Code and Data Policy. 

A: The manuscript was adapted according to the code and data policy. 

 

You do not include in your manuscript the necessary information in the Code and 

Data Availability section. I strongly recommend you to check some of the recent 

papers published in Geosc. Mod. Dev. to get an example of what kind of information 

is necessary to include in it. 

A: The manuscript was adapted according to the code and data policy and, following 

examples from other articles published in GMD journal. 

 

For example, you use several R packages, but you do not list them in this section; 

you only do it in the main text of the manuscript. Moreover, you do not include the 

version number for such packages, and you must do it. 

A: All packages used in “R software”, as well as their respective versions are listed in the 

database and codes available in the section list_of_packages_and_versions in the 

indicated repository: https://zenodo.org/record/5733366#.YaTXa9DMKUk (DOI: 

10.5281/zenodo.5733366). 

 

Also, in your work where machine learning techniques are applied, it is of the utmost 

importance that you store the input and output data used in a permanent and open 

repository (recheck our guidelines for a list of suitable repositories). In this way, you 

must include the modified 'Code and Data Availability' section and the 

corresponding DOI of the datasets in a potential reviewed version of your 

manuscript. 

A: The manuscript was adapted according to the code and data policy and the reviewer 

suggestion: https://zenodo.org/record/5733366#.YaTXa9DMKUk (DOI: 

10.5281/zenodo.5733366). 

https://zenodo.org/record/5733366%23.YaTXa9DMKUk
https://zenodo.org/record/5733366%23.YaTXa9DMKUk


In the meantime, you should reply to this comment as soon as possible with the 

requested information. In this way, it will be available for the review process, as it 

must be.  

A: the questions were answered in time 

Juan A. Añel 

Geosc. Mod. Dev. Exec. Editor 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Overall 

This manuscript needs further proofreading and editing to due to spelling and 

grammatical errors and awkward phrasing in English. Detailed grammatical edits 

have not been specified in this review as a complete editing of the manuscript is 

required. There are also undefined acronyms. 

A:  We improved the writing on the entire manuscript and sent the work to a company 

that specializes in proofreading the English language, as suggested by the reviewers and 

editor. A certificate attesting to a review and editing of the English will be place in the 

"supplementary material". In addition, we have corrected all the points indicated by the 

reviewer in the document that he sent us separately with his comments. 

 

While I understand the challenges, the authors faced with sample collection. I do not 

think nested LOOCV is sufficiently rigorous. Especially since the feature selection 

was done using LOOCV, and in effect then the entire data set, there is no truly 

independent test set. LOOCV is an insufficiently rigorous test method, particularly 

when it is used for both hyper parameters tuning and feature selection. There is not 

a true independent evaluation of model performance in this study. 

A: The reviewer stated that Nested-LOOCV is not a rigorous method of validating the 

true performance of the modeling. We disagree with the reviewer's opinion.  

Our training and test separation process was repeated 75 times using the nested leave one 

out cross-validation (“Nested-LOOCV”) method (Clevers et al., 2007; Honeyborne et al., 

2016; Rytky et al., 2020). The “Nested-LOOCV” method is indicated as a set for small 

data sets, which other methods of evaluation of test samples would not be 



viable/appropriate due to the low number of samples in a test samples (Ferreira et al., 

2021), being more used in the field of medicine in human experiments or where the 

number of samples is limited, providing an unbiased estimate of the true error (Chen et 

al., 2017; Li et al., 2018; Xing et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2020). The explanation of how the 

Nested-LOOCV operates is detailed explained below: 

“The nested-LOOCV method is a double loop process, where in the internal loop, the 

model is trained with a data set of size n-1, using the LOOCV for the optimization of the 

final model. On the other hand, the external loop corresponds to the test. In this loop, the 

remaining sample is predicted using the final model calculated in the inner loop. This 

prediction result is stored with the observed value of the remaining sample and later used 

to calculate the algorithm’s performance (Jung et al., 2020; Neogi and Dauwels, 2019). 

The two loops are run n times (n = total number of samples, in our case 75). All samples 

are inserted into the outer loop, where the values predicted by the final model of each 

algorithm are calculated with the predicted and observed values of each sample. Then, 

the final result of the machine learning algorithm's performance will be obtained by 

predicted and observed values stored in the external loop. This is a robust method to 

evaluate the algorithm’s performance and detects possible samples with problems in the 

collections or outliers. The training set generated in each loop went through the process.  

Other validation methods for our experimental conditions (dataset with small number of 

samples) such as Hold-out validation or Repeated hold-out validation, would not be 

suitable due to the test sample size (which would be very small). 

If the reviewer still disagrees after our explanations, we kindly ask the reviewer to send 

us some updated works and/or references that affirm and demonstrate that Nested-

LOOCV is not a rigorous method for the same experimental conditions of our work. 

 

The authors should be using LOOCV on a separate training data set for feature 

selection and hyperparameter optimization, with the test data set withheld for final 

validation only.  

A: We thank the reviewer for that point. However, it is noteworthy that the method used 

was not the LOOCV, but the "Nested-LOOCV", which already performs exactly the 



procedure described and requested by the reviewer. It is even explained in the manuscript 

methodology:  

“…The separation of training and test was performed using the “Nested leave one out” 

(“Nested LOOCV”) method (Clevers et al., 2007; Honeyborne et al., 2016; Rytky et al., 

2020). It is important to highlight that our number of soil samples and readings with 

geophysical sensors is small (75), due to several difficulties encountered in the field in 

data collection (high sugar cane size, sloping terrain, dense forest, etc.). In this sense, the 

“Nested LOOCV” method is indicated for small sample sets (values near 100 samples) 

to which other validation/test methods (as holdout validation) would not be viable due to 

the low sample set in the test and /or training group (Ferreira et al., 2021). This is one of 

the main innovations of this research. 

 The “Nested LOOCV” method is a double loop process, where in the first loop 

the model is trained with a data set of size n-1, and the test is done in the second loop 

with the missing sample and used to validate the training performance (Jung et al., 2020; 

Neogi and Dauwels, 2019). The final result of the performance of the machine learning 

algorithm will be the mean performance indicators for all points (Training / test). This is 

a robust method to evaluate the performance of the algorithm and detects possible 

samples with problems in the collections or outliers. The training set generated in each 

loop went through the process of selecting covariates for importance and subsequent 

training...” 

Regarding the division of data into small sample sets, we performed a test by creating 3 

random covariates (var_1, var_2 and var_3). These variables were not chosen in any case 

(Figures below), showing that the models are capable of detecting and adequately 

separating the variables used.  



 

 



 

 



 

 

The data should either be split into relatively small sample sets given only 79 samples 

are available, or more data should be acquired and added to the study. 

A: Dividing into relatively small sample sets requested by the reviewer is already the 

standard operating procedure performed by Nested-LOOCV. In addition, one of the 



objectives of the work is just to work with a database with a small number of samples. 

This is because this is a challenging and quite common situation in soil science and 

geosciences. It is not always possible, for several reasons, to get a large/ideal number of 

samples for the most varied analyses. Obtaining more samples at this time, in addition to 

not being possible any further field incursions, is beyond the scope of our work. 

 

The R2 values using the LOOCV are low enough that a true independent validation 

might have no relationship at all between the sensors and the parameters of interest. 

The results with an independent test set might also be very similar. There is no way 

to tell given the analysis approach which will have introduced an unknown amount 

of positive bias into the validation results.  The author’s conclusions that it is possible 

to model soil attributes satisfactorily is not warranted given the analysis approach. 

A: Analyzing table 5 of the manuscript (our best result of combination of sensors) it is 

possible to observe that the NULL_MAE values are superior to the MAE values for all 

the variables addressed and discussed in the manuscript (except BS and OM). In other 

words, MAE values are below NULL_MAE. This means that the error is smaller 

compared to the NULL model and that our model presents gain and predicts better than 

when using the mean values for prediction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 5. Model performance for the combined use of the gamma-ray spectrometer and the 

susceptibilimeter, for all soil attributes, based on R2, RMSE, MAE, and NULL_RMSE. 

Gamma-ray spectrometer + 

Susceptibilimeter 

R² 

Random Forest Cubist SVM LM - 

Clay     0.465 0.441 0.494 0.366 - 

Sand      0.422 0.152 0.367 0.233 - 

Fe2O3     0.36 0.426 0.096 0.47 - 

TiO2     0.308 0.282 0.284 0.328 - 

SiO2     0.159 0.207 0.169 0.167 - 

CEC     0.147 0.152 0.296 0.303 - 

BS     0.169 0.082 0.112 0.002 - 

OM     0.046 0.033 0.028 0.034 - 

Gamma-ray spectrometer + 

Susceptibilimeter 

RMSE 

Random Forest Cubist SVM LM NULL_RMSE 

Clay     127.149 132.977 123.84 148.11 140.885 

Sand      165.624 244.635 175.35 202.104 176.521 

Fe2O3     53.418 52.737 67.759 48.513 53.341 

TiO2     10.724 11.37 10.846 10.659 10.239 

SiO2     40.898 40.244 42.207 42.993 35.45 

CEC     41.902 44.296 38.723 37.645 36.139 

BS     19.294 21.318 20.856 1024.32 17.142 

OM     7.8 7.842 7.81 8.131 6.158 

Gamma-ray spectrometer + 

Susceptibilimeter 

MAE 

Random Forest Cubist SVM LM NULL_MAE 

Clay     102.229 105.123 97.173 117.097 119.751 

Sand      134.525 168.957 140.318 166.083 153.803 

Fe2O3     33.284 32.411 42.282 33.124 41.578 

TiO2     6.548 6.573 6.447 7.049 8.074 

SiO2     30.394 29.691 30.396 32.951 29.534 

CEC     28.977 30.945 25.376 25.815 27.187 

BS     15.597 17.321 16.96 137.422 14.425 

OM     5.805 5.836 5.966 6.262 4.813 

Clay and sand content in g.kg-1 ; Fe2O3, TiO2 and SiO2 in g.kg-1 CEC in mmolc dm-3; abbreviations: CEC: 

Cation Exchange Capacity; OM g.dm-3; BS: mmolc dm-3. Clay and sand content in g.kg-1 ; Fe2O3, TiO2 and 

SiO2 in g.kg-1 CEC in mmolc dm-3; abbreviations: CEC: Cation Exchange Capacity; OM g.dm-3; BS: mmolc 

dm-3. Support Vector Machines (SVM); Linear Models (LM). 

 

With respect to relatively low R2 values, to understand the relationship that exists between 

geophysical variables, soil, morphometry and geology by itself it's already complicated. 

The low accuracy results can be attributed to the difficulty of modeling soils and their 

attributes. This is related to the high complexity of soils: high spatial variability in surface 

and depth; occurrence of geomorphic processes, weathering and pedogenesis; 

performance of different soil formation factors etc. In addition, it does not exist a 



minimum value of R2 and there are several researches published which presented low 

performance (R2 values) of models for soil/attributes prediction due to the high 

pedoenvironmental complexity:  

✓ Prediction of soil fertility via portable X-ray fluorescence (pXRF) spectrometry 

and soil texture in the Brazilian Coastal Plains. (Andrade et al., 2020a) 

✓ Modelling and mapping soil organic carbon stocks in Brazil. (Gomes et al., 2019) 

✓ Satellite data integration for soil clay content modelling at a national scale. 

(Loiseau et al., 2019) 

✓ The effectiveness of digital soil mapping to predict soil properties over low-relief 

areas. (Mosleh et al., 2016) 

✓ Evaluation of digital soil mapping approaches with large sets of environmental 

covariates. (Nussbaum et al., 2018) 

✓ Validation of digital maps derived from spatial disaggregation of legacy soil 

maps. (Bargaoui et al., 2019) 

 

✓ Is it possible to map subsurface soil attributes by satellite spectral transfer 

models? (Mendes et al., 2019) 

✓ Pedology and soil class mapping from proximal and remote sensed data (Poppiel 

et al., 2019) 

 There are many research papers published in high quality scientific journals which 

already demonstrates the relationship at all between the geophysical sensors and the 

parameters of interest (soil attributes). However, with different approaches to our 

research.  

 

Scientific Questions 

Line 24: Make clear how validation was done in the abstract. Cross validation? 

Independent test dataset? 

A: We adjusted the text as the reviewer suggested: “The validation of the results was 

performed using the method "Nested leave one-out cross validation".” 

 

 



Line 57: Why did you choose to focus on gamma-spectrometry, magnetic 

susceptibility and apparent electrical conductivity. The authors need to add a 

justification. The explain the value of these approaches, by not why they selected 

them vs other methods. 

A: We chose to work with these 3 geophysical sensors for three reasons: First, we and 

our research partners only had these three sensors available for the work. Second, these 

three geophysical sensors are easy to operate, quickly and accurately in acquire field data 

and provide geophysical variable information, with high correlation with various soil 

attributes as well as their formation factors. Finally, the EM38 (conductivimeter) and RS 

230 (gamma-ray spectrometer) provide information at satisfactory depth, where the most 

of pedogenetic processes occur. In addition, the information of EM38 and RS 230 

associate with KT10 (susceptibilimeter) on soil surface provide additional information 

about some soil attributes related to soil subsurface horizons, which is also related to the 

other geophysical variable used (gamma-ray and apparent electrical conductivity). 

 

Line 147: What correction factor was used for the Walkley-Black method? Was a 

soil specific correction factor available and used? Elemental analysis by dry 

combustion would be a better analysis option, however I understand due to cost is 

may not always be possible. However, the under consumption of organic matter 

during Walkley black and associated correction factor should be discussed. 

A: We used the conventional factor of 1.724 known as “van Bemmelen factor” (Van 

Bemmelen, 1890). 

“Elemental analysis by dry combustion would be a better analysis option, however I 

understand due to cost is may not always be possible. We agree with the reviewer 

statement. However, we deem it unnecessary to discuss this factor as it is only a detail in 

the determination of organic matter and it already, we cited the correct methodology for 

such analysis. In addition, we did not address at any point in the work (results and 

discussion) the variable organic matter and organic carbon, due to the very low 

performance of the models in predicting this attribute. 

 



Line 228: While I understand the challenges the authors faced with sample 

collection. I do not think nested LOOCV is sufficiently rigorous. 

A: The reviewer stated that Nested-LOOCV is not a rigorous method of validating the 

true performance of the modeling.  

Our training and test separation process was repeated 75 times using the nested leave one 

out cross-validation (“Nested-LOOCV”) method (Clevers et al., 2007; Honeyborne et al., 

2016; Rytky et al., 2020). The “Nested-LOOCV” method is indicated as a set for small 

data sets, which other methods of evaluation of test samples would not be 

viable/appropriate due to the low number of samples in a test samples (Ferreira et al., 

2021), being more used in the field of medicine in human experiments or where the 

number of samples is limited, providing an unbiased estimate of the true error (Chen et 

al., 2017; Li et al., 2018; Xing et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2020). The explanation of how the 

Nested-LOOCV operates is detailed explained below: 

“The nested-LOOCV method is a double loop process, where in the internal loop, the 

model is trained with a data set of size n-1, using the LOOCV for the optimization of the 

final model. On the other hand, the external loop corresponds to the test. In this loop, the 

remaining sample is predicted using the final model calculated in the inner loop. This 

prediction result is stored with the observed value of the remaining sample and later used 

to calculate the algorithm’s performance (Jung et al., 2020; Neogi and Dauwels, 2019). 

The two loops are run n times (n = total number of samples, in our case 75). All samples 

are inserted into the outer loop, where the values predicted by the final model of each 

algorithm are calculated with the predicted and observed values of each sample. Then, 

the final result of the machine learning algorithm's performance will be obtained by 

predicted and observed values stored in the external loop. This is a robust method to 

evaluate the algorithm’s performance and detects possible samples with problems in the 

collections or outliers. The training set generated in each loop went through the process  

Other validation methods for our experimental conditions (dataset with small number of 

samples) such as Hold-out validation or Repeated hold-out validation, would not be 

suitable due to the test sample size (which would be very small). 

If the reviewer still disagrees after our explanations, we kindly ask the reviewer to send 

us some updated works and/or references that affirm and demonstrate that Nested-

LOOCV is not a rigorous method for the same experimental conditions of our work. 



Technical Corrections 

Line 25: Please state actual best r2 values not just greater than 0.2. That is unclear 

A: The text was adjusted following the reviewers' recommendations. 

 

Line 91: While I agree that the best models are those that use the smallest number 

of variables, the authors need to explain why and not just state it is better as a self-

evident truth. 

A: Models that use fewer variables usually optimize the modelling process and give better 

results. Also, it makes easier to explain the variables influence in modelling process. 

Furthermore, information generated from a large number of variables can generate 

ambiguous information, which makes it difficult to interpret the results generated by the 

models.  

We adjusted the text as the reviewer suggested 

“…Models that use fewer variables usually optimize the modelling process, makes easier 

to explain the variables influence in modelling process and give better results easier to 

interpret. In addition, that facilitates the understanding and the faster computer 

processing (Brungard et al., 2015)…” 

 

Line 198: Table 1 is introduced much earlier than it is discussed. 

A: We fully agree with the reviewer. The table was properly relocated in the new version 

of the manuscript. 

 

Line 422: Elaborate on what the relationships are between the VisNIR and XRF 

sensors. 

A: We added the follow statement highlighted in the text “…The VisNIR spectroscopy 

acts on targets with low energy levels, showing the ability to identify soil mineral species, 

strongly linked to soil attributes (Coblinski et al., 2021). In addition, pXRF spectroscopy 

allows the identification of total elementary contents by acting with high levels of ionizing 

energy, which is not identified by Vis-NIR, and is strongly correlated with minerals and 



soil attributes (Silvero et al., 2020). Therefore, the addition of pXRF with Vis-NIR data 

for obtaining information about soil constituents is highly efficient for modeling soil 

attributes.…” 

 

Line 427: Add more specifics about what pedogenesis and soil attributes are being 

accounted for with these sensors. 

A: The sentence was adjusted following the reviewer's recommendations. 

 

Line 433: State performance metrics not just satisfactory performance. Satisfactory 

is contextual and subjective. Just stating not greater than 0.5 is still vague. 

A: Comparing our results with those obtained in other works of prediction of soil 

attributes, our results fall within the range of R2 considered satisfactory (approximately 

between 0.2 - 0.5) (Dharumarajan et al., 2017; Henderson et al., 2005; Khaledian and 

Miller, 2020; Mansuy et al., 2014; Mosleh et al., 2016; Poggio et al., 2016). 

The R2 value (approximately between 0.2 - 0.5) results can be attributed to the difficulty 

of modeling soils and their attributes. This is related to the high complexity of soils: high 

spatial variability in surface and depth; occurrence of geomorphic processes, weathering 

and pedogenesis; performance of different soil formation factors etc. In addition, there 

are several researches published which presented similar performance with our results to 

models for soil/attributes prediction:  

✓ Prediction of soil fertility via portable X-ray fluorescence (pXRF) spectrometry 

and soil texture in the Brazilian Coastal Plains. (Andrade et al., 2020) 

✓ Modelling and mapping soil organic carbon stocks in Brazil. (Gomes et al., 2019) 

✓ Satellite data integration for soil clay content modelling at a national scale. 

(Loiseau et al., 2019) 

✓ The effectiveness of digital soil mapping to predict soil properties over low-relief 

areas. (Mosleh et al., 2016) 

✓ Evaluation of digital soil mapping approaches with large sets of environmental 

covariates. (Nussbaum et al., 2018) 

✓ Validation of digital maps derived from spatial disaggregation of legacy soil 

maps. (Bargaoui et al., 2019) 



✓ Is it possible to map subsurface soil attributes by satellite spectral transfer 

models? (Mendes et al., 2019) 

✓ Pedology and soil class mapping from proximal and remote sensed data (Poppiel 

et al., 2019) 

 

Line 451: It can justify the low R2 values obtained is very unclear. 

A: We explain in detail in the text the factors that may account for the relatively low 

values of R2. 

“…The relatively low R2 value (approximately between 0.2 - 0.5) results can be attributed 

to the difficulty of modeling soils and their attributes. This is related to the high 

complexity of soils: high spatial variability in surface and depth; occurrence of 

geomorphic processes, weathering and pedogenesis; performance of different soil 

formation factors etc…”.  

In addition, there are several researches published which presented similar performance 

with our results to models for soil/attributes prediction:  

✓ Prediction of soil fertility via portable X-ray fluorescence (pXRF) spectrometry 

and soil texture in the Brazilian Coastal Plains. (Andrade et al., 2020) 

✓ Modelling and mapping soil organic carbon stocks in Brazil. (Gomes et al., 2019) 

✓ Satellite data integration for soil clay content modelling at a national scale. 

(Loiseau et al., 2019) 

✓ The effectiveness of digital soil mapping to predict soil properties over low-relief 

areas. (Mosleh et al., 2016) 

✓ Evaluation of digital soil mapping approaches with large sets of environmental 

covariates. (Nussbaum et al., 2018) 

✓ Validation of digital maps derived from spatial disaggregation of legacy soil 

maps. (Bargaoui et al., 2019) 

✓ Is it possible to map subsurface soil attributes by satellite spectral transfer 

models? (Mendes et al., 2019) 

✓ Pedology and soil class mapping from proximal and remote sensed data (Poppiel 

et al., 2019). 

 



Line 452: Further justification and explanation needs to be added that 0.2 to 0.5 is 

satisfactory. I don’t necessarily disagree, but a more rigorous argument needs to be 

made rather than just stating a convention. Why does this present informative 

results? 

A: The low R2 value (approximately between 0.2 - 0.5) results can be attributed to the 

difficulty of modeling soils and their attributes. This is related to the high complexity of 

soils: high spatial variability in surface and depth; occurrence of geomorphic processes, 

weathering and pedogenesis; performance of different soil formation factors etc. Also, 

there is no common census among researchers regarding these R2 values. Other 

researchers used and argued. We just use it. If reviewers want, we can remove that part 

of the text. 

In addition, there are several researches published which presented similar performance 

with our results to models for soil/attributes prediction:  

✓ Prediction of soil fertility via portable X-ray fluorescence (pXRF) spectrometry 

and soil texture in the Brazilian Coastal Plains. (Andrade et al., 2020) 

✓ Modelling and mapping soil organic carbon stocks in Brazil. (Gomes et al., 2019) 

✓ Satellite data integration for soil clay content modelling at a national scale. 

(Loiseau et al., 2019) 

✓ The effectiveness of digital soil mapping to predict soil properties over low-relief 

areas. (Mosleh et al., 2016) 

✓ Evaluation of digital soil mapping approaches with large sets of environmental 

covariates. (Nussbaum et al., 2018) 

✓ Validation of digital maps derived from spatial disaggregation of legacy soil 

maps. (Bargaoui et al., 2019) 

✓ Is it possible to map subsurface soil attributes by satellite spectral transfer 

models? (Mendes et al., 2019) 

✓ Pedology and soil class mapping from proximal and remote sensed data (Poppiel 

et al., 2019) 

 

Line 454: It is unclear what point the authors are trying to make with the statement 

about standardized laboratory conditions. 



A: We try to emphasize that in the laboratory the analyzes are conducted under 

standardized experimental conditions in terms of dosage, temperature, humidity, 

substance concentrations, and other variables that interfere with the analysis results (in 

this case they tend to optimize). We adjusted the sentence following the reviewer 

suggestion. 

 

Line 461: Add more explanation why, not just that Cracknell and Reading (2003) 

states it. 

A: We agree with the reviewer. We chose to remove the final sentence, since the cited 

author used a classification, while our case is a regression. 

 

Line 465: Explain why this is satisfactory not just that it is. 

A: The sentence was adjusted following the reviewer's recommendations. However, the 

justification for this statement was given in previous paragraphs. Repeating it here would 

make the text repetitive and redundant information. 

“For example, the low R2 value (approximately between 0.2 - 0.5) results can be 

attributed to the difficulty of modeling soils and their attributes. This is related to the high 

complexity of soils, such as: high spatial variability in surface and depth; occurrence of 

geomorphic processes, weathering and pedogenesis; performance of different soil 

formation factors etc. It can justify the low R2 values obtained. For soil mineralogical 

attributes predicted by machine learning algorithms, results can be classified as 

satisfactory from 0.2 to 0.5, as for preliminary evaluation, since these values present 

more informative results (Beckett, 1971; Dobos, 2003; Malone et al., 2009).” 

 

Line 471: The discussion about NULL_RMSE and NULL_MAE is valuable. This 

needs to be explained earlier and used to justify the results as satisfactory. 

A: The Null model (NULL_RMSE and NULL_MAE) emulates other model building 

functions, but returns the simplest model possible given a training set: a single mean for 

numeric outcomes. The percentage of the training set samples with the most prevalent 

class is returned when class probabilities are requested. The Null model can be considered 



the simplest model that can be adjusted and that serves as a reference. Models that 

presents similar or worst perform to the Null model should be discarded. The best models 

had lower RMSE and MAE results than those found for NULL_MAE and NULL_RMSE. 

This shows that the final model is better than using the mean values, which also 

demonstrates better quality in creating the models. 

𝑁𝑈𝐿𝐿_𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = [
1

𝑁
∑ (𝑄𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅

𝑖 −  𝑄𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑖)
2𝑁

𝑖=1 ]

1

2 (Eq.4) 

𝑁𝑈𝐿𝐿_𝑀𝐴𝐸 =
1

n
×∑|𝑄𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅

𝑖 – 𝑄𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑖|  (Eq.5) 

Where: 

Qtrain = the mean of the training samples 

Qobsi = the validation sample  

N =number of samples (loop). 

 

Line 532: Based on the nested LOOCV approach, the results are not truly unbiased 

estimates. 

A: “An accuracy estimate obtained using LOOCV is known to be almost unbiased, but it 

has high variance, leading to unreliable estimates (Efron, 1983). It is still widely used 

when the available data are very rare, especially in bioinformatics where only dozens of 

data samples are available” (Liu and Özsu, 2009). 

 

 



Line 544: The authors cannot truly conclude that modelling results was satisfactory 

with the validation approach they used. Soil attributes is very general and they 

should be specific about which attributes they could actual model. 

A: The reviewer questioned the performance of the models with the validation method 

used, claiming that the performance values obtained were not satisfactory. This implies 

that Nested-LOOCV is not a rigorous method of validating the true performance of the 

modeling. We disagree with the reviewer's opinion. We would like, if possible, the 

reviewer to send us some updated works and/or references that affirm and/or demonstrate 

that Nested-LOOCV is not a rigorous method for the same experimental conditions of 

our work. 

Our training and test separation process was repeated 75 times using the nested leave one 

out cross-validation (“Nested-LOOCV”) method (Clevers et al., 2007; Honeyborne et al., 

2016; Rytky et al., 2020). The “Nested-LOOCV” method is indicated as a set for small 

data sets, which other methods of evaluation of test samples would not be 

viable/appropriate due to the low number of samples in a test samples (Ferreira et al., 

2021), being more used in the field of medicine in human experiments or where the 

number of samples is limited, providing an unbiased estimate of the true error (Chen et 

al., 2017; Li et al., 2018; Xing et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2020). The explanation of how the 

Nested-LOOCV operates is detailed explained below: 

“The nested-LOOCV method is a double loop process, where in the internal loop, the 

model is trained with a data set of size n-1, using the LOOCV for the optimization of the 

final model. On the other hand, the external loop corresponds to the test. In this loop, the 

remaining sample is predicted using the final model calculated in the inner loop. This 

prediction result is stored with the observed value of the remaining sample and later used 

to calculate the algorithm’s performance (Jung et al., 2020; Neogi and Dauwels, 2019). 

The two loops are run n times (n = total number of samples, in our case 75). All samples 

are inserted into the outer loop, where the values predicted by the final model of each 

algorithm are calculated with the predicted and observed values of each sample. Then, 

the final result of the machine learning algorithm's performance will be obtained by 

predicted and observed values stored in the external loop. This is a robust method to 

evaluate the algorithm’s performance and detects possible samples with problems in the 

collections or outliers. The training set generated in each loop went through the process  



Other validation methods for our experimental conditions (dataset with small number of 

samples) such as Hold-out validation or Repeated hold-out validation, would not be 

suitable due to the test sample size (which would be very small). 

If the reviewer still disagrees after our explanations, we kindly ask the reviewer to send 

us some updated works and/or references that affirm and demonstrate that Nested-

LOOCV is not a rigorous method for the same experimental conditions of our work. 

 

 Figure 3: Spelling mistakes 

A: The spelling mistakes was adjusted by proofreading service. 

 

Figure 4 - 8: Define acronyms in caption so figure is stand alone. Write out x axis 

label to make it easier to read. 

A: The figure was adjusted following the reviewer's recommendations. 

 

Figure 9: Spelling mistakes 

A: The spelling mistakes was adjusted by proofreading service. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The manuscript aims to provide a novel methodological framework for combining 

terrain attributes and data from geophysical sensors with machine learning 

algorithms in order to understand the pedosphere system and model soil attributes. 

An analysis of the importance of pedoenvironmental variables in predictive 

modelling is also presented. 

A: Exactly, this was the main proposal of this work. 

 

Although the study has scientific significance to it, it is undermined by the writing 

issues present in the manuscript. The manuscript contains numerous grammatical 

and spelling errors (Eg - misspelt hyperparameters in 244 etc.). Furthermore, some 

ideas are not well fleshed out which hinders the understanding. For example, the 



discussion about the null model could be further elaborated while discussing the 

results. 

A: We improved the writing on the entire manuscript and sent the manuscript to a 

company that specializes in proofreading the English language, as suggested by the 

reviewers and editor. With respect to the discussion section about null model we improve 

this section by conceptualize and further explain how this model works. 

“The Null model is a simple model (naive) that expresses the value of the mean 

of the Y (variable to be predicted or target variable). The RMSE and MAE values are 

calculated for the Null model. This value is further compared with MAE and RMSE 

calculated to other models. If the RMSE and MAE values from other models present 

similar or worse performance than the Null model, the model compared it is not an 

informative model. In these cases, it is better to choose to use a simple mean as a predictor, 

rather than using a more complex model to explain a given phenomenon. The null model 

sets a minimum performance threshold to be reached by models. There are little studies 

using NULL_RMSE and NULL_MAE as parameters for model evaluation and decision 

making.” 

 

Additionally, I agree with the comments that the LOOCV is not a rigorous method 

of validating the true performance of the modelling since it lacks a true test set to 

evaluate the model against. It is recommended that the authors use a separate test 

set for validation purposes. 

A: Thanks for the contribution. However, it is noteworthy that we do not use LOOCV to 

evaluate our results. We use the "Nested-LOOCV" method. The method is described in 

detail below. 

“The nested-LOOCV method is a double loop process, where in the internal loop, the 

model is trained with a data set of size n-1, using the LOOCV for the optimization of the 

final model. On the other hand, the external loop corresponds to the test. In this loop, the 

remaining sample is predicted using the final model calculated in the inner loop. This 

prediction result is stored with the observed value of the remaining sample and later used 

to calculate the algorithm’s performance (Jung et al., 2020; Neogi and Dauwels, 2019). 

The two loops are run n times (n = total number of samples, in our case 75). All samples 

are inserted into the outer loop, where the values predicted by the final model of each 

algorithm are calculated with the predicted and observed values of each sample. Then, 



the final result of the machine learning algorithm's performance will be obtained by 

predicted and observed values stored in the external loop. This is a robust method to 

evaluate the algorithm’s performance and detects possible samples with problems in the 

collections or outliers. The training set generated in each loop went through the process  

The reviewer stated that Nested-LOOCV is not a rigorous method of validating the true 

performance of the modeling. We disagree with the reviewer's opinion. We would like 

the reviewer to send us some updated works and/or references that affirm and demonstrate 

that Nested-LOOCV is not a rigorous method for the same experimental conditions of 

our work. 

Other validation methods for our experimental conditions (dataset with small number of 

samples) such as Hold-out validation or Repeated hold-out validation, would not be 

suitable due to the test sample size (which would be very small). 

 

Some of the specific issues are highlighted below: 

Grammatical errors and spelling mistakes need to be fixed. 

A: We improved the writing on the entire manuscript and sent the work to a company that 

specializes in proofreading the English language, as suggested by the reviewers and 

editor.  

 

The methodological flowchart - In Pearson's test 95% threshold branching, at least 

one branch must have 'yes'. 

A: The flowchart was redone and we performed the adjustment recommended by the 

reviewer. 

The mathematical notations in the paper need to be more consistent. For Eg, in eq 

4, change RMSE_NULL to NULL_RMSE. 

A: The mathematical notations was adjusted to be more consistent as the reviewer 

suggested. 



Many of the symbols used have not been clearly explained earlier. For example, it is 

not specified what the values Om and Oi mean in Eq 4 (I believe these must be Qm 

and Qobs_i, respectively). Similarly, in eq 5, it is not clear what Qtrain means. 

A: All the symbols used were clearly explained as the reviewer suggested.  

Qpred = predicted samples 

Qobs = observed samples 

n = the number of samples 

 

Overall, the presentation of the manuscript needs to be improved significantly in 

further revisions, along with a diligent model validation approach. 

A: The presentation of the manuscript underwent a review by the authors of the work and 

it was improved. The validation method was done using the Nested-leave-one out method. 

This method is rigorous and careful, due to the fact that the "Nested-leave-one-out" 

("Nested-LOOCV") has an external set of validation (test). This external validation 

sample differentiates this method from LOOCV (Leave-one-out-cross validation). 
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